1 Figure S3 : Comparison of enrichments using a matched control. x-axis: enrichment of (+) sample, compared to the corresponding (-) sample. y-axis: enrichment of (+) sample compared to singlet control. rather than the nonexpressing (-) sample corresponding to a given expressing (+) experiment. (hlh-16 and irx-1 are omitted, as they lacked a matching (-) control.) 2 Figure S4 : Enrichments for selected pairs of samples, calculated for time-specific genes from (Li et al. 2014 ).
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Time ( Correlation, using (+) and (−) Correlation, using (+), (−), and singlets Figure S5 : Accuracy predicting the expression in ungated samples using only (+) and (-) samples (x axis), or using the (+), (-), and singlet control samples (y axis). Figure S12 : Mean and standard deviation of when genes were expressed, using expression timeseries from (Li et al. 2014) . Genes below the horizontal line were considered "time-specific", and used in plotting enrichments relative to time.
